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Now the NT is entirely different. The NT was not given

and put in the temple and kept in a certain place to which

people could come and make copies. The disciples were persecu

ted in Jerusalem. They fled throughout the Roman empire. The

Gospels were written, and sent to friends and copies of them

were made. Paul sent his epistles to different churches and

they made copies of them and sent to the other churches. Thus

the different books of the NT were copied and recopied and re

copied and recopied, and nobody ever made a copy of a book of

any length without making at least one mistake. You send some

thing to the printer and you'll be surprised if you don't

find a mistake to every line if he is like most printers I

know. And when you mark it, and say correct this, then he does

he ]line over and he may make another mistake, and that would

be a very unusual printer.

I pointed out even in the KJV some of the mistakes that

have come in the various editions, yesterday. Well, these books

were copied, and recopied, and recopied like that, and a good

many decades passed before they were all gathered together into

one collection. Then they were copied usually only parts of it

were distributed although eventually it came that this whole

thing was, and then it was translated into Latin and then the

Latin copies were copied and recopied and recopied in Europe
Eastern

and all except the extreme/end of Europe for over 1000 years

completely forget the Greek language. In the Byaantine mones

taries the Greek MSS were copied and recopied but not nearly as

many of them as there were of the Latin MSS copied in the
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